ALUE
“ADD MORE VTOMERS!”
US
AND HAPPY C
meetroo entree is the perfect digital
desktop. It assists employees in the use
of Office 365 and helps in speeding up
actions and processes.
Knowledge, information,
and applications can be found
with a single click.
It also helps organizations
to set up user-friendly documentand knowledge management,
previously only possible with
the help of a SharePoint specialist.

"The awesome looks and direct usability
make users almost immediately love the product".

revenue model
Resellers of meetroo entree can determine the price
themselves as part of their existing services. Obviously,

+

the CSP pays absolutely nothing for the free version
and the Business version is available for CSPs for $ 3
per user per month, with volume discounts at 1000

NO ADDITIONAL COSTS

+

users or more. Special agreements can be made for
Enterprise end-customers.

+ $ 3 P.U.P.M.

ADDED VALUE
meetroo entree brings the functionality of offering a marketplace (app store)
within the Office 365 environment of the customer, enabeling end-users to
immediately find the CSP's software and services, and if a provisioning process
is set, also order them immediately.
An advantage of this for the client is that it no longer makes the IT department
the bottleneck for innovation. Also, employees are less likely to use products
outside of software policy (less chance of Shadow IT).
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USER HAPPINESS

A large majority of Office 365 customers solely make use of Exchange Online and the Office client.
As a result, customers pay for software and online services that they do not use. The client, not experiencing the
platform's added value in productivity, is inclined to switch to an alternative solution

or wants to negotiate about the price. The main cause of this problem is that end users are not aware
of the possibilities of Office 365 and do not know how to use them.

meetroo solves this.

unique advantages of meetroo entree
Can be used immediately without any form of training
Can be rolled out within a day to hundreds of customers and thousands of users
Entree is no typical SaaS service. All information remains within the customer's environment
Entree meets the highest privacy and security requirements, suitable for governmental organisations
Increase the use of Office 365 by making applications and digital content more accessible and familiar

Important advantages for the IT Reseller (CSP)
The ability to deliver SharePoint Online solutions with limited expertise
Being able to offer a modern alternative to the file server and the intranet
The easy distribution of manuals, links, and applications to all customers
Distinguishing services and more added value to the customer
The ability to easily sell additional services such as:
File server migration
CRM / ERP integration
Handy Office Add-Ins to simplify tasks

meetroo provides second-line support on the
entree product. The CSP can transfer customer
questions to the support desk. The average
response time for non-critical support tickets is
4 hours, with a maximum of 24 hours. Critical
support questions are answered within 4 hours
during European office hours. Specific support
models can also be set up in consultation
with the CSP.
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